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PAULA GUNN ALLEN

Books, Chapbooks, and Book Length Manuscripts

Non-Fiction


Fiction


Poetry


Major Articles and Chapters in Books

"Chee Dostoyevsky Rides the Reservation." Forthcoming in Western American Literature.

"Kochinnenako in Academe: Three Approaches to Interpreting a Keres Indian Tale." Forthcoming in North Dakota Quarterly 52, no. 4 (Fall 1985).


Anthologies and Magazines

Fiction


"Tough Love," (short story). In Earth Power Coming: Short Fiction in Native

Excerpts from The Woman Who Owned the Shadows. Ikon, Spring 1983.

Poetry


"Dear World" and "Weed." Calyx 8 (Spring 1984): 73-74.


Essays, Review Essays, and Short Articles


PETER BLUE CLOUD

Poetry


JOSEPH BRUCHAC III

Poetry


This Earth is a Drum. Austin, TX: Cold Mountain Press, 1976.


Novel


Stories


Prose


LOUISE ERDRICH

Books


Anthologies and Magazines

Story in progress to appear in collection of works by Native American authors, Univ. of New Mexico Press. Forthcoming Fall 1985.


**Works in Progress**

**The Beet Queen**, (novel).

**Tracks**, (novel).

**American Horse**, (novel).
JOY HARJO

Books


Anthologies and Magazines


"Woman Hanging From the 13th Floor Window" and "Rainy Night." The Massachusetts Review 24 (1983).


"Four Horse Songs," "Crows/And I Know My Part in It, Too," and "We Are All Foreigners." Phantasm 2 (March-April 1977).


"It's the Same at Four A.M." Thunderbird 24 (1976).


Articles and Review Articles


Review of Pin Money, by Jana Harris. Contact II 3 (Spring 1979).

Review of Custer Lives in Humboldt County, by Jane Campbell Hale. Contact II 3 (Summer 1979).
LINDA HOGAN

Books


Anthologies


Friendship with the Earth. Vienna, Austria, 1985.


Articles


"The Transformation of Tribalism." Book Forum 5, no. 3 (1980).


"From This Earth: Native American Women Writers." Snowy Egret, 1980.


MAURICE KENNY

Books


Anthologies


Television/Video

"Kneading the Blood." Buffalo State University Presents. SUCB TV.


"Today in New York." NBC TV, New York. Also appeared on local channels in St. Louis, Binghamton, Oakland, San Francisco, Saranac Lake, and Buffalo.

"Dancing Back Strong the Nation." SDP TV, Vermillion, SD.

"I am the Sun." Mills College, Oakland, CA. Choreographed by Sharol Graves for Master's Degree.

"Expressions 5." Laney College, Oakland, CA.

"I am the Sun." KQED TV, San Francisco, CA.
DUANE NIATUM

BOOKS


Anthologies


SIMON ORTIZ

Books

Fiction


Children's and Oral Literature


Poetry


Poetry and Non-Fiction


Essay


Essays


"This America." Perspectives, The Civil Rights Quarterly 14 (1982).
"The Contemporary Native American Writer."

"Towards a National Indian Literature: Cultural Authenticity in Nationalism."
MELUS 8 (Summer 1981).


"Song/Poetry and Language." Sun Tracks 3 (Spring 1977).

Anthologies


WENDY ROSE

Books

Going to War with All My Relations. In press.

Dancing for the Whiteman. In press.


Anthologies


GERALD VIZENOR

Books


Escorts to White Earth: One Hundred Years on a Reservation. Minneapolis: Four Winds, 1968.


Anthologies and Magazines

Fiction


"Paraday at the Berkeley Chicken Center." Metropolis Magazine, April 1977.


Poetry


Articles, Editorials, and Essays


"We Rarely Turn Anyone Down." Twin Citian Magazine, October 1969.


"Job Corps: An Expensive Battle in a War on Poverty." Twin Citian Magazine, September 1966; rpt. in Congressional Record.

"Plymouth Avenue is Going to Burn." Twin Citian Magazine, October 1966.


---

Dramas


ROBERTA HILL WHITEMAN

Books


Anthologies and Magazines


Guest Editor with Brian Swann, Shantih 4, no. 2 (Fall 1979). Native American Issue.


"Patterns." North American Review 262, no. 3 (Fall 1977).

"Traveling the Borders." Frauenoffensiv. Munich, West Germany, Fall 1977.


"Seal at Stinson Beach." The Southern Poetry Review 13 (Fall 1973).


RAY A. YOUNG BEAR
(partial listing)

Books


Anthologies and Magazines
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